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LORETO INDIA
LORETO DAY SCHOOL, BOWBAZAR
EVERY DAY IS EARTH DAY

Earth day, as celebrated on 22nd April each year, is a day to show our support towards Mother Nature with its rich
biodiversity. Earth Day is dedicated to the bountiful Mother Nature and with
each passing year, as the world battles a climate crisis, Earth Day is gaining
significance. It is not an unknown fact that since the beginning of the
appearance of man on earth, we have strived forgrowth and modernization.
This modernization has no doubt made our lives easier but everything comes
with a cost. We on earth are not the only living beings. If the whole earth
consists only of a large number of living beings, we can also consider our
earth as a being. Someone who needs love, affection and care just like us.
For centuries, humans have become so captivated with our big machines and
factories, that we forgot to give the love and care that our earth, our home needed.
We celebrate Earth day to show to the rest of the world that it is high time that we all start giving the long overdue
love and care to our home. With urbanization, each day more and more forests are cut down for industrial purposes
and the tremendous amounts of green-house gases released from all the factories adversely affect the health of mother
earth. For the past few generations, we have been nothing but selfish, taking all that the earth has to offer and giving
nothing in return. This way not only do we damage the earth, but also destroyed the habitat of many animals, thus
bringing about the mass extinction of various species of animals. Through the celebration of earth day, we aim to raise
awareness and take action to prevent the degrading of the earth any further and instead, help provide a healthier
environment not just for us, but also for the other creatures inhabiting the earth.
NAYANTARA PAL X -B
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Reconnect
RECITATION (CLASS-4 )
There was nothing for me to do today
So, I decided that I would finally step out of my room,
Feel the warmth of the sun again,
While the river gently kisses the soles of my feet.
While the wind gently makes the grass around me dance.
Listen to the voice of the melodious birds chirping a lovely song,
Sniff up the slight fragrance of roses in the air.
I would surrender myself to the beauty of the marvellous sights around me.
It would surely be a day well spent,
A day where I reconnect with mother earth.
A day where I appreciate nature before they eventually become my eternal host.
Yasha Ambreen Hussain, Class 10
FOR THE BIRDS

MY GREEN FRIENDS
ACTIVITY LINK CLASS 8:
WhatsApp Video 2021-04-25 at 9.33.38 PM.mp4

SCHOOLS PERFORMED VARIOUS ONLINE
ACTIVITY
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT DARJEELING
Earth Day has gained significance over the years due to the fast-depleting greenery around us, rise in pollution and
excessive usage of plastics items. The 22nd of April marks as Earth Day and this year as well, students of Loreto
Convent School, Darjeeling actively participated in it. They contributed their efforts with pictures, writings, creative
art work, videos, sharing of summer drinks and chutney recipes. Their work speaks volumes about their enthusiasm
and the ever readiness to protect our planet earth.
Tashila Sherpa

Shanon Lama

Shanon Lama

Stuti Gurung

Sneha Das

Sneha Das

A Better Place by Choden Sherpa, Class 8 C

Earth is known for its perfect beauty,
And To protect it is our sacred duty.
Always being ungrateful for it,
In this splendid world we humans don't even fit .
Rivers filled with garbage instead of water,
We talk about it,
when tons of garbage are just found in the gutter.
Animals getting extinct,
it feels like we are in a world distinct.
Thousands of trees being cut everyday,
to protect it we all shall pay.
We should do our part to save the Earth,
She is not just our home,but also our mother.
We all should pledge to make this world
a better place,its flawless beauty people gaze...
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Click here to play video

A Little Hope by Utkrishta Chettri, 8B

Do we remember our nature‟s beauty?
Or have we all forgotten our duty?
Have we taken our time to look around us?
Or decided to take the destruction bus?
Before us I think the world was green,
And was filled with mysteries unseen.
But as our desires grew,
Our Earth did not remain as good as new.
For once can we all just pause,
And think of all the cause.
For great, wonderful beasts are gone,
Do we want this to carry on?
Her beauty so rare,
Which she is always willing to share.
Birds singing a beautiful song,
Are long lost and long gone.
From now let us take a little move,
And try our best to improve.
We humans, we may be smart,
But have we tried to see through nature‟s broken heart?
If you love music have you just stopped,
To hear nature as she sobbed?
For Mother Nature has trust in you,
And I am sure you will want to help the world where you grew.
So let us save dear nature, save,
And stand up for right and be brave.
These are just words written by me,
But together we can save a tree.
So let‟s save our mother Earth,
And come to know how much she is worth.

Environment is not a thing, it is our surrounding, it
is everything around us which includes plants, our
most staple food and animals who keep the food
chain circling. In order to survive, we need our
environment.
Many trees are being cut down everyday, many
animals are being slaughtered mercilessly, but for
our own needs. We need paper, firewood from trees,
proteins to stay fit and healthy from the meat of
animals. These are necessary for us but we tend to
do things excessively and don‟t think about the
damage. Nowadays, due to less trees, the air isn‟t
pure as it used to be, more cities are now in the place
of big, dense forests, more pollution is occurring due
to plastic, the new famous non-biodegradable
substance and create more problems. If we together
plant trees and saplings and use less plastic and be
more conservative, the future generation will have
enough to thrive on the planet peacefully.
Our environment is very precious and it is getting
depleted. Thus, we need to protect and save trees
and animals because our life depends on them.
Khushika Gurung, Class 8 C
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT DELHI

MANGO MILKSHAKE

Pomegranate Lemon Cake
Shake

Ingredients:
2 large ripe mangoes
2 cups of milk
2 tablespoon sugar
2-3 ice cubes

Ingredients
1. Pomegranate- 1/2 cup
2. Fresh cream- 1/4 cup
3. Milk- 1/4 cup
4. Vanilla essence- 2 drops
5. Orange essence- 2 drops
6. Sugar- 1 tablespoon
7. Ice cubes- 3-4 cubes
8. Lemon cake

(1) Wash, peel and chop
mangoes into
small pieces and remove the
seed. Transfer them to a
blender jar.
(2) Add milk and sugar to taste
or sweetness and some ice
cubes.
(3) Blend smoothly and then
pour the shake into serving
glasses. Garnish with some
dry-fruits (available at home)
and a scoop of any flavored ice
cream.

Instructions
1. Combine fresh cream, milk
and sugar.
2. Put pomegranate.
3. Add vanilla essence and
orange essence.
4. Add ice cubes and blend.
5. Put a few small pieces of
cake in the glass and pour
milkshake on top.
Sukriti Pandey XII C

Veena Jamdar 6A

DIVYANSHIKA VIIII

GURSIMRAN VIIIB

MAYURI VB

PRABHGUN VII A

PRABHGUN VII A

BREEZE VI

AASHVI I A

ALKA SHUKLA

ANWESHA

MINTY CANARY
DRINK
Ingredients:
Muskmelon 1 small
Lemon 1 small
Mint leaves
Black pepper powder
1 pinch
Sugar 2 tsp
PROCEDURE
Cut the canary melon,
Separate the pulp from the
seeds and grind it by adding
sugar
Squeeze the lemon into it
Crush the mint leaves with
pepper powder
Take a stem glass, on the
mouth of the stem glass,
garnish it with sugar
powder
Add crushed mint leaves
into the canary melon juice
and pour it into the glass
Garnish it with mint leaves
Charvi Manjunath V C

VAANI DUTTA X B

SHERYL SINGH XB

DEVANSHI

RASHIKA VI A

YUVIKA -V

KYRA PREP
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LORETO INDIA
WOODLAND -A JEWEL OF EARTH
Once in a lifetime you must see,
A woodland full of lovely trees.
A woodland that may in winter wear
Protect creatures from cool air.
A woodland that may in spring wear
Bloom flowers on their hair.
A woodland that may in summer wear
Spread shed everywhere.
A woodland that may in monsoon wear
Send fragrance in atmosphere.
A woodland that may in autumn wear
Get ready for its new wear.
Take a pledge like me,
Restore our Earth by planting a tree.

Navya Ahuja X-B

OH! MY PLANET EARTH
Oh! my planet Earth,
We humans burden you very much
Trees are cut, don‟t know how much
Pure air to breath, going out of reach
Sparrows not to be seen, only towering
concrete
Trees we plant, only for the cameras
Or we paint them on the canvas
We are busy, polluting water with our waste
No river now remains completely safe
We struggle to get clean water
Ultimately we use Bisleri water
Mother Earth loves us very much
We shouldn‟t make her angry so much
Save our water and plant more trees
Ask forgiveness for all our deeds.
SAMANVITHA TEJUS IV A
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO DAY SCHOOL, DHARAMTALA
It was in 1970 that the UN proclaimed 22nd April as World Earth Day to spread awareness against its unprecedented
destruction and the need to conserve its resources. This year the theme of Earth Day is "Restore Our Earth".
“We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors; we borrow it from our children” is an ancient proverb.
It is our responsibility as well as duty to give the future generation a healthy and not an abused planet. Since the
beginning of the industrial revolution human beings have mindlessly and selfishly destroyed and polluted this planet,
harming not only themselves, but also many species of flora and fauna. Environmental calamities are a warning of the
impending disaster. We need to act NOW else there will soon be no life on earth! It is time to get over our blissful
ignorance and unite to restore the only home we have, because WE do not have a planet B to travel to leaving our
planet bare, barren and poisonous. - Debanwita Das-8
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ACTIVITY LINKS:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMoN9HKyeqDM_ic8PVFftZ4NAXqrAS8b/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zGf4UfHQsdxNv5xY_SaJYvH13NGQ3xRh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FKplMUrWkpl_xR8iI-_w8bL_AskEjvn1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T7XCgpEDLI4CNSMkqvzVZnzpYWYC1TZe/view?usp=sharing
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO DAY SCHOOL, ELLIOT ROAD
The students of Loreto Day School, Elliot Road are privileged to be a part of the Earth Day 2021 activities organized
by the JPIC club. The following are the activities done by the students of classes III to VII.
PLANTING A SAPLING: There cannot be any other special gift for mother Earth than the gift of a plant. The
students of class III planted a sapling at their homes and promised to look after it. Debarita Dutta

INTEGRATED ART PROJECT: The students of class displayed their creativity and their love for earth through
their DRAWINGS :
ARYA SHARMA

RIDA RAHMAN

MYSHA MULLICKARYA

MAKING SUMMER DRINKS: The students of class V tried their
hands at preparing something special with the help of some easily available
ingredients.
BANANA WATERMELO SMOOTHIE:
INGREDIENTS :
1 banana, peeled and sliced
1 cup watermelon cubes
1/2 cup milk
2 tablespoons honey
1 - 1 ½ cups ice
INSTRUCTIONS: Samarpita Kayal –Class
Add banana, watermelon, milk
and honey to a blender. Blend until smooth.
Add ice and blend until smooth (or serve over ice).
Top with watermelon cubes and serve immediately.

MANGO PANNA DRINK (AAM PANNA / AAM JHORA):
Ingredients: Raw mangoes, Mint, Water, Sugar, Cardamom powder, Cumin powder, Pepper, Salt and Icecubes.Recipe: Five raw mangoes are taken in a cooker and boiled with water for five whistles. Then the pulp of the
boiled mangoes is separated from the skin and seed.
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The mango pulp paste is made by mixing it with 5 tablespoon mint leaves and 1 ½ cup of sugar in
the grinder. One tablespoon of the above mango paste is added to a glass of water (200 ml) and
mixed well. To the solution 1 tsp of cardamom powder, 1 tsp of pepper, 1 tsp of cumin powder and
3/4th tsp of salt are added. Four ice cubes are added to the juice.The drink is decorated with 2 mint
leaves and served.
Uzma Fatma Anwar- Class V1
BLUE LEMONADE: First, crush 8 -10 pieces of mint leaves and cut 1 lemon in half. Squeeze
lemon & mint together and collect juice Now take a glass and add powder sugar 1 tsp, ice cubes 56, lemon & mint juice 1 tsp , curacao syrup 1 ½ tbsp, chilled soda water as per requirement of glass. Mix it well
altogether. Now put 1 lemon slice & few mint leaves in glass. Garnish with lemon slice on top of the glass. Made by
Aliza Siddiqui Class – V
.
MANGO CHUTNEY: First peel the mangoes and cut them into pieces. Marinate the mango pieces with sugar and let
it rest for 1 hour. Then boil the mangoes for 10 minutes in water. Take another pan and add 1 tsp of cumin seeds,1 tsp
of coriander seeds 1 tsp of fennel seeds. Roast all the seeds together then grind it to
make powder. Now add the powder in mango mixture then add ½ tsp of red chilly
powder and ½ tsp of salt. When the mangoes are soft, add 1 tsp of white vinegar &
garnish with dates and cashew nuts. Now the sweet mango chutney is ready to
shrewmouse Benazir Nur
Class: V

SIGNAGE: The students of class VI made it simple for the people to understand the importance of the Earth and its
resources through some simple signage.
Sreya Misra Divyanshi Gupta
POWERPOINT PRESENTATION: Explaining how important mother Earth is, was made easier by the students of
class VII through their vibrant and colorful PowerPoint presentations. The PowerPoint presentations can be viewed by
clicking on the link mentioned below.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wWnVl7tWWTFY28CkqHyNeCQXBiqBSWnG/view?usp=sharing
Zara Afrin Class VII
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rLFYzjJJ2hUfI5qakrfIJlzahzNi7YMf/view?usp=sharing
Omkrita Chakraborty Class VII
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hW_5VBnBn8UbqQZ0Ie42zzbKLGOuwAf2/view?usp=sharing
Bushra Eram Class VII
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zbMAE-u9HNQCbO4BGOZyGbmlmXaHHz7R/view?usp=sharing
Joytri Das Class VII/Rozzelle Solomon-VII
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11c4VWLE6AqXSHB-bzFY1jXIbcDBUyKBf/view?usp=sharingRozell
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT , ENTALLY
The theme for EARTH DAY, 2021 is “Restore Our Planet”. We began with the JPIC special Assembly on Earth Day.










Classes Nursery, KG, I and II-Drawing/craft/Non fire cooking/summer drinks.
Classes III,IV and V-summer drinks/Creativity out of waste materials/poetry/painting.
Classes VI and VII-Recycle Handicraft.
Classes VIII and IX-i) Immunity boosting drinks/beverage ii) seasonal fruit salad iii) chutney
Class X- PPT
Classes XI and XII-Posters/Articles
Participation in Tarumitra Virtual Earth Day Activities by our students
Participation in a Webinar (organized by TARUMITRA)
Signage for school and home
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO HOUSE, KOLKATA
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LORETO INDIA

ACIVITY LINK:
Senior Section:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qnj_58NvNZAXYa5eWHFYpAXMeg_bNfqT/view?usp=sharing

Junior Section:https://drive.google.com/file/d/11ffHcynb9UUGBoDbkljUHDJlsYeF9KJZ/view?usp=drivesdk
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT SCHOOL, LOLAY
On 22nd of April 2021, Loreto Convent School Lolay has organised an online plantation programme and poem
competition based on Earth Day.
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LORETO INDIA
Save Our Home
Mother Earth you are silent and beautiful
Your affection towards us is
Kind in everyone‟s life,
You are the provider of nutritious food,
You are the creator of beautiful environment,
Giver of beautiful gifts, we are grateful towards you.
You work for us to give us gifts,
Your soft cover and in your fertile soil,
We grow crops and vegetables Mother Earth,
You are the protector of all beings.
The depth of your love cannot be compared,
Oh! Mother it is incomparable.

NISCHAI CHHETRI-V

ELKINA TAMANG-V

PRATIMA KHAWAS-V

ALEX LEPCHA –V

GRACY LEPCHA-V

SIMRAN LEPCHA-V
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE, LUCKNOW.
Earth Day is celebrated on 22nd April every year. The day aims to raise awareness about climate change and global
warming, and protecting our planet and taking action. The students of class I to XII this year pledged to save the
environment by making handmade badges with a message on it, making use of the locally grown fruits to make
summer drinks and chutneys, also showing their love for the planet through drawings and paintings.
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LORETO INDIA
The children participated enthusiastically in all the activities. Emphasizing on the importance to conserve water, girls
portrayed their artwork enhancing the theme „Save Water' and recycled toys and objects to decorate Bonsai.
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO SCHOOL , PANIGHATA
MINT LIME JUICE
Ingredients
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Laxmi chick Baraik (IX)

Lemon – 1Pcs (Cut into 8 pieces)
Ginger – ½ sliced
Mint leaves – few
Black pepper powder – A Pinch
Sugar – 5 to 6 teaspoons
Salt – ½ teaspoon
Water – as required

Direction: in a blending jar add a lemon which has been cut in 1/8 small pieces, a ½ inch of sliced ginger, a pinch
of black pepper powder, 5-6 teaspoons of sugar and a ½ teaspoon salt. blend them together and strain it. transfer
the juice into serving glass. lastly add some ice cubes with mint leaf on top of the glass.

PUDINA CHUTNEY
Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Two cups roughly chopped mint leaves
One cup roughly chopped coriander
Green chilies 6-7 pcs
½ cup thinly sliced onions
½ slice ginger
Salt to taste
One teaspoon sugar
½ lemon juice

Method: Combined all the ingredients and blend in mixture gland to make a smooth paste using little drop water.
Serve it immediately.
Kumari Gurung (VIII)

NATURE
Nature is so beautiful
that it blows our mind
You just can lose yourself in it or
Find yourself at the same time.
Anish Kujur :VIII
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT, RANCHI

ABHIDYA SAHAY-IV

DIA CATHERINE EKKA-IV

NILISHA KUMARI-IV

ISHITA-IV

ABHIRUCHI SUMAN-IV

DIYLEEN KAUR-IV

YASHVI SHAH-IV

SHAILLEY KESHRI-VIII

ARADHYA DUBEY-IV

KRITIKA BHARTI-IV

PREKSHA SRIVASTAV-IV

AADYA SHREE-VIII
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AAYUSHI SINGH VIII

PARIDHU ADHIKARI-X

NIHARIKA SHUKLA

CHETANSHI MODI-V

PURVI KUMAR-V

SNISHTHA PRIYA
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT SADAM
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO DAY SCHOOL, SEALDAH

SWASTIKA DAS GUPTA

RAJMITA SAHA VII

PEARL SHARMA VI

PHOTOGRAPH BY:SOHNI DUTT

RAJSHREE PAUL VII

PRAGYA TRIVEDI VI

WASIFA PARVEEN VII

SARAH JAMIL VI
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LORETO INDIA
Where do we stand*

WATERMELON-LEMONADE
Ingredients- Watermelon, lemon, water
and sugar.
Step 1: Cut a watermelon into small
pieces.
Step 2: Make watermelon puree using a
whisk/fork.
Step 3: Use a strainer to separate the
watermelon juice from the pulp and
seeds.
Step 4: Take a saucepan and add half
cup of water and four table spoons of
sugar.
Step 5: Bring the mixture to a boil and
switch off the stove when the
consistency of the syrup thickens.
Step 6: Transfer the syrup into a bowl
and allow it to cool.
Step 7: Take a glass and fill ¼ of it with
watermelon juice.
Step 8: Slice a lemon into a circle and
put it into the juice.
Step 9: Add 3 table spoons of the syrup.
Step 10: Fill the glass with the
remaining watermelon juice.
Step 11: Squeeze lemon juice into the
watermelon mixture.
Step 12: Cut a slice of lemon and
watermelon and decorate the glass with
the fruit slices.

Twenty years in future, I see an Earth
I no longer dare to call by that name,
The actions of life on my home
Made the whole galaxy lifeless.
All around I see bones
Bones of an existence to busy to care
A kill after another,
And then suddenly, everyone's dead.
The aftermath didn't turnout the way they wanted,
Being untouched while everyone else cripples by,
It took us too much time to realise,
The earth was ours not just yours or mine.
I stare from a far distance,
How my mother weeps in the death
Of her trillion children,
How she blames herself for not having enough,
I see her blood turn to stone
There's no water we left behind.
We were sure that one half of us will survive,
At least that's what Thanos taught
'The better half', wasn't that what they were called?
I saw the agony in my mother's eyes
As she was chained in metal and nailed in cement
skyscrapers,
Rewind back to now, it's 2021
I know today there's a thousand of you,
Waiting for someone else to change it all,
I know someone's too scared to be the only one
trying,
Too scared to resist a destiny to come by,
But could you promise your guilt won't stride
In your heart, when the aftermath of 'not-doing'
comes by.
I know there are many of you who are sure
One change can't remove all the trace of our dirt
Trust me, the seven billion of us are waiting for one
to start.

KAJAGARI BHATTACHARYA IX

MANISHA PAHARI-IX
MANISHA PAHARI -IX
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT, SHILLONG

The children took it upon themselves to „be the change‟ in making the world a greener place by sowing
seeds and saplings.
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Admiring the beauty of the world and making others aware of its beauty, the children took photographs of
nature at its best.
PHOTOGRAPHY :

Finding inspiration and seeking for positivity during this Pandemic, the children put on their aprons and
showed off their cooking skills.
TRADITIONAL COOKING :
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO CONVENT TARA HALL SHIMLA
Earth day was celebrated on 22nd April, 2021 to demonstrate support for environmental protection. This year the
theme for celebration was „Restoring Earth‟. All students from nursery to class ten participated in various activities.
Students clicked photographs of Mother Earth, delivered speeches, painted pictures, adopted plants, grew plants in left
over bottles, made salads and wrote recipes. The entire week of activities focused on the environmental issues that the
world faces.

ADANYA DAHIYA 6

P.C : PAAVA KAUR 7

VRISHAHI DIDWAL 7

TULIPPRISHA CHAUHAN 7
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BEST OUT OF WASTE:

DHRITI SOOD 8

PC: SUKRITI SHARMA 9

SHAMBHAVI SHARMA 7

MAITHALI SHARMA 9

PC: JYOTSANA SINGH 9

KAMAKSHI KAUSHAL 10

https://photos.app.goo.gl/y56P7dasV16vh4dk6

CEONA CHAYHAN 7

SANVI KAUSHAL 7
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LORETO INDIA
LORETO ST.VINCENT’S SCHOOL, THAKURPUKUR
The students of Loreto St. Vincent‟s School, Thakurpukur, enthusiastically participated in various activities to
commemorate our benevolent Mother Earth. On the occasion of the Earth Day, an array of creative activities was
organized with a view to sensitize the children about the conservation of natural resources and to motivate them to do
their bit towards making their planet even more beautiful. The events of the week rekindled emotive concerns and
instigated the youngsters to save, love and respect Mother Nature with all their heart and soul.

RASHI ROY: III

BIJOY HALDAR: IV

BONI MALIK: KG

ISHA NASKAR : II

https://youtu.be/iY1X2FJ-_Xs

Dance by Titli Kar, Class1
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LORETO INDIA
ST. TERESA’S GIRLS’ H.S. SCHOOL, DARJEELING
On 19th April the students and teachers pledged to save energy for a better tomorrow by turning off the electric devices
from 6:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY
On 22nd April 2021 Earth Day was observed with a virtual assembly presented by the students of Class VIII.
DRAWINGS AND COLLAGE MAKING
The students participated in drawing and collage making activities too.

TAKE A PLEDGE:
The students of Class I took a pledge to Save Earth and to take action by making these pledge cards.
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SAPLING PLANTATION:
We planted vegetables and saplings of maple and orange in our homes as part of the Earth Day celebrations.

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY :
We took time to admire the beauty of Nature and capture it in our cameras.

SUMMER DRINKS
The students made summer drinks out of seasonal fruits to beat the heat as well as to nourish the body.

MAKING CHUTNEY!
Using local vegetables and herbs, the students tried their hands in making varieties of Chutneys and pickles.
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LORETO INDIA
ST AGNES’ LORETO DAY SCHOOL, LUCKNOW
Let’s turn it all around,
We can make the change.

These words have always been the guiding and propelling force for every student in a Loreto Institution. A
promise to bring the change was made by the students in the junior section (Class Nursery to Class V) on the
22nd of April observed as the Earth Day. The year 2021 marks the 51 st anniversary of Earth Day.
In harmony with the ideals of the JPIC, they participated in various activities with full gusto and a firm
believe that they will be the voice of change. Each dedicated student made a promise to heal and nurture the
nature for a better future.

Earth Day ActivitiesNursery- Things we get from plants
Prep – Growing plants from food scrap
Class 1- Plantation of a sapling
Class 2- To sow the seeds of a medicinal plant
Class 3- Compost making at home
Class 4- To find out the nutritional value of any 5 green vegetables
Class 5-Growing a herb bed
Class 6- Energy savings at home
Class 7- Grow a fruit or vegetable plant at home
Class 8- Signage making
Class 9- Refrigerator organization
Class 10-video to urge others to take action
Class 12- Compost bin with kitchen waste
Classes 6-12 - Summer drinks and chutney making
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ACTIVITY LINK OF CLASS X :

https://youtu.be/erpjR3qBrsQ
Anshika Joshi 10 A

https://youtu.be/o36bjNrjeko
Suhani Chandra 10 B

https://youtu.be/3cPKtsrJoSY
Himanshi Rajpal 10 A

https://youtu.be/Nr1kOccOe1c
Hifza Asif 10 B

https://youtu.be/g_7ltqQs6e0
Bhoomi Gawri 10 A

https://youtu.be/hb7eiSbiyKI
Manasvi Khare 10 C
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LORETO INDIA

FROM WATER BODIES TO FORESTS , SAVE NATURE FOR YOUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
( AANVI CHAUHAN LORETO CONVENT SHIMLA )
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